Perugia Police Department
Mobile Squad
Subject: Transcript of spontaneous statement made by:
Amanda Marie KNOX, born in Washington [sic] (U.S.A) on 07-09-87, resident in Perugia at Via della
Pergola no. 7;identified via Passport No. 422687114 issued by the U.S. Government on 06-13-2007
Date: November 6, 2007, at 5:45 am, in Perugia at the Offices of the Mobile Squad of the Police
Department. Present are the undersigned Dr. Giuliano MIGNINI, Deputy Prosecutor at the Prosecutor's
Office of the Tribunal of Perugia, and the Officials of the Judicial Police, Inspector Rita FICARRA, in
service at the office indicated above, and the named subject, who, despite adequately understanding
and speaking the Italian language, is assisted by the English-language interpreter Anna Donnino, and
who, regarding the death of Meredith Susanna Cara KERCHER, declares as follows:
"I wish to spontaneously report what happened because this case has deeply disturbed me and I am
very afraid of Patrick, the African owner if the pub called 'Le Chic' on Via Alessi where I occasionally
work. I met him on the evening of the first of November, after having sent him a message replying to his,
with the words 'see you' ['ci vediamo', lit. "we'll see each other"].
"We met immediately afterward around 9:00 pm at the basketball court on Piazza Grimana. We went to
my house at Via Della Pergola no. 7. I do not recall exactly whether my friend Meredith was already
home or if she arrived later, [but] what I can say is that Patrik and Meredith went off to Meredith's
room, while it seems to me that I stayed in the kitchen. I cannot recall how much time they stayed
together in the room but can only say that at a certain point I heard Meredith screaming and I,
frightened, covered my ears. Then I don't remember anything anymore, I am very confused in my head. I
do not recall whether Meredith was screaming and if [I? she?](*) also heard thuds [tonfi] because I was
involved, but I was imagining what could have happened.
"I met Patrik this morning, in front of the University for Foreigners, and he asked me some questions,
specifically he wanted to know what questions I had been asked by the Police. I think that he also asked
if I wanted to meet with journalists perhaps in order to find out if I knew anything about Meredith's
death. [I am] not sure whether Raffaele was present that evening but I do remember waking up at my
boyfriend's house in his bed, and that I returned in the morning to my residence, where I found the door
to the apartment open. When I woke up, the morning of November 2, I was in bed with my boyfriend."
It is recorded that KNOX repeatedly brings her hands to her head and shakes the latter.
Read[,] confirmed and signed [sottoscritto] at the time and place indicated above.

